Get your business connected with QSS
featuring Microsoft® .NET framework-based applications.

Wireless
Shipment Scanning
Add efficiency to your
business with PDA interfaces
and bar code applications

location sequence. When you select or scan
a bin location, you’ll see a list of parts
needing to be shipped.

Now you can input and retrieve valuable
information from your Epicor™ system
whenever and wherever you are with our
customized mobile computing solutions.

In a lot-controlled
environment, after scanning
your part, you’ll see a list of
lot numbers to select or scan.

Our bar code and PDA applications are
Microsoft-based, and run on Pocket PC
devices. You don’t have to have an existing
Web site linked to your Epicor system. Our
applications are stand-alone, so there is no
additional software required for you to use
our applications. All updates to your
database use your existing ManFact™,
DataFlo™ or Avanté™ business rules, so
you can be assured of the integrity for every
transaction.

In a serial-controlled
environment, after the lot
number has been specified, you
select the serial numbers to be
shipped.

Take a closer look at Wireless
Shipment Scanning
This application is used for scanning
shipments of product to customers. Bar
code scanning and verification of customer
shipments is critical for improving your
inventory accuracy and customer service.
After product is staged for shipment, quick
scanner verification ensures that the right
products and quantities are being shipped
and that no items were overlooked.

After the scanning for each part
number is completed, control returns to
the next higher level so that you can
continue pulling the remaining lots or
parts within each bin. After all parts have
been scanned, the user will be able to
process the shipment, relieving inventory
and staging the transaction for invoicing.
Other features include access to review and
change the carrier, waybill, PRO#, and
shipping notes at any time. This applica t i on
also supports pulling from locations that are
not bin controlled, and as with all of our
scanning applications, audible tones and
visual red/green (stop/go) scanning aids are
designed to ensure ease of use.

See how QSS
can make your
system revolve
around your
business.

This screen guides you through a scannerdirected shipment picking process in bin
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